
Two years of war : Statement
of  Fourth  International  on
Ukraine
This statement was adopted by the International Committee of
the Fourth International on 25 February 2024.

a) In the context of the anniversary of 24 February 2022
invasion of Ukraine, we express our global internationalist
and  systematic  support  for  Ukraine’s  right  to  self-
determination and right to resist occupation and oppression,
as we express it for all peoples whoever be the colonial
oppressor.

b) We affirm our political independence from the neoliberal
Zelensky government. That is why we aim to develop direct
internationalist links from below with the left, feminist,
LGBTQ+, social and environmental struggles and currents within
the popular resistance to build a free, democratic therefore
pluralist, independent nation.

c) Therefore we continue to give our support to the demands
expressed  by  left  political  and  trade-unionist  Ukrainian
currents:

·       An immediate end to shelling, the withdrawal of
Russian troops from Ukraine;

·       to increase the resources consolidating the public
services and social protection so much needed in the context
of war and for the future independent Ukraine, and resist the
ongoing attempts by the neoliberal government of Ukraine to
use the war as an excuse for dismantling public services and
destroying social protection

·       The need to abolish all forms of “aid” conditional on
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privatizations;

·       The support for material and financial aid which does
not increase the Ukrainian foreign debt, in line with our
support for the demand of cancellation of the existing debt;

·       A general orientation to use funds devoted to help
Ukraine resistance and reconstruction in order to contribute
to building a social and democratic European project, which
means the reduction of inequalities and therefore opposition
to the logics of fiscal and social dumping and “competition”;

·       The increase of Ukrainian wages – individual and
social  income  –  as  an  outlet  for  Ukraine  industrial  and
agricultural production is to be radically opposed to the
ongoing dominant policy (which is trying to increase Ukrainian
“competitivity” in exports by reducing taxes and wages)

d) Our support to Ukrainian armed and non-armed resistance
against the Russian invasion also means our solidarity with
all citizens of the Russian Federation who refuse that war and
are repressed because of their democratic stance.

e) We oppose the logic of ‘Great Russian power’ and domination
over  neighbouring  countries.  The  victory  of  the  free  and
democratic Ukrainian people is organically favourable to the
emergence  of  a  pluralist,  peaceful  and  democratic  Russian
Federation and union of the peoples of Europe.

The  Russian  aggression  and  threats  against  its  neighbours
creates more support for NATO in those countries. The defeat
of Russian aggression would therefore facilitate the struggle
against NATO. We oppose the use of the Russian invasion of
Ukraine as an excuse to increase military budgets. We have
always been, and continue to be against any logic of counter-
posed military blocs or zones of influence. We struggle for
the dissolving of military blocs that are in the service of
imperialism such as NATO and the Russian-led CSTO alliance. In
our  struggle  against  imperialism  and  for  the  self-



determination  of  all  peoples  we  fight  for  the  defeat  of
Putin’s project.

We reaffirm such a programme for the second anniversary of the
Russian  invasion  of  Ukraine  helping  to  combine  our  full
support to Ukrainian resistance to the war and to neoliberal
policies  with  promoting  new  European  and  international
progressive projects integrating eco-socialist anticapitalist
dimensions.
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